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NOTE
1. We arc indebted to Mr. Robert Murk1and for providing pilot data

which ledto the present investigation.

A wide range timing circuit with two Independent controls

The timer described in this note is an example of how a small
increase in engineering complexity can lead to a marked increase
in user convenience and overall system accuracy.

The timer was designed for an experiment by Owens (1969)
where the S dropped marbles into a box, competing against a
machine dropping marbles into another box. The timing circuit
had to produce pulses at a base rate which could be set for each
individual S. Each pulse caused the machine to drop one marble.
During the experiment, trials were run at this base rate and at
fixed percentages above and below the S's base rate. While this
can be done with any timer that has a calibrated dial, such an
apparently simple system gives considerable work for the E. It
also suffers from the errors of any system where repeatability
depends on the accuracy with which an E can reset a dial. With
only a small increase in engineering complexity, these difficulties
are overcome, resulting in a device that is ergonomically sound,
and has worked without trouble for some 200 Ss in Owens's
experiment.

The circuit is shown in Fig. I. It is based on a recently available
device, the GE programmable unijunction transistor, D13T2, and
circuits for the same, described by Spofford (1967).

The D13T2 used in this oscillator has the advantage over the
more common unijunction transistor of providing two
independent places in the circuit where, by simple resistive
potentiometers, the time of the oscillator may be varied.

Q I, CI, R I-R12, and D I form a free-running relaxation
oscillator. The base rate is determined by the setting of R I in
conjunction with R2 and Cl. The fixed percentage increase and
decrease from base rate is determined by the potential at R4. This
potential is dependent on the setting of Switch S I. In the
mid-position (base rate), R4 is connected to a fixed voltage
determined by R8 and R9. In the up position (faster rate), the
voltage at R4 is lower and determined by the setting of R6 and
the values of RS and R7. In the down position (slower rate), the
potential at R4 is higher, being determined in a like manner by
RI0,RIl,andRI2.

The percentage increase or decrease ofthe oscillator tiequency
obtained from the three positions of the fast-normal-slow switch,
S I, is independent of the setting of the base rate control, RI.

The oscillator is coupled via C2 to a one-shot circuit, Q2 and
Q3 and associated components, that drives the solenoid, Ll,
through an inverter, QS. An operating pulse of 40 msec was
delivered to the solenoid at each cycle of the oscillator, and this
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram and parts list for timing circuit: RI-I M
variable; R2-330K; R3-100 ohms; R4-IM; RS, 8, 9, 12, and
14-4.7K; R6 and 1l-2.SK variable; R7, 10, 22, and 23-2.2K;
R13-33K; RIS, 19, and 21-6.8K; R16, 17, 18, and 20-IK;
CI-2 mfd mylar or better; C2~0.02 mfd mylar; C3-6 mfd IS V
electrolytic; DI, 2, 3, and 4-IN41S4 or similar; L1-S00 ohms
solenoid; QI-DI3T2; Q2, 3, and 4-2N130S or similar;
QS-2N3440 or similar; SI-3-position single-pole switch. All
fixed resistors Y, W ±10% carbon composition, variable resistors.
Ohmite Type AD or equal. For greater stability use metal film,
deposited carbon, cermet, or wirewound precision resistors, and a
polycarbonate or polystyrene capacitor for CI.

allowed one marble to be dropped by the apparatus. The power
supply is unregulated for the solenoid supply and Zener-diode
regulated for the 12-V supply.

The oscillator timing stability depends primarily on the quality
of CI and R I and R2. For C2, a mylar capacitor is suitable as it
has low leakage and low temperature coefficient. Polystyrene and
polycarbonate capacitors are better but more expensive. The
resistors can all be carbon composition for most applications.
Precision metal film, deposited carbon, or cermet resistors all
have lower temperature coefficients and higher long-term
stability. The timing stability of the oscillator is almost
independent of the supply voltage (a 10% charge in supply
voltage gives less than \1% charge in timing). Using a mylar
capacitor for CI and carbon resistors in a normal room
temperature, the short-term stability can be expected to be
within ±l%.
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